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Abstract. Theory operators are meta-level operators in logic that map
theories to theories. Often these are functorial in that they can be extended to theory morphisms and possibly enjoy further valuable properties such as preserving inclusions. Thus, it is possible to apply them to
entire diagrams at once, often in a way that the output diagram mimics
any morphisms or modular structure of the input diagram. We investigate the properties of diagram operators and give numerous examples.
All our examples are formalized in the Mmt meta-logical framework.

Diagrams of theories and theory morphisms have long been used successfully to build large networks of theories both in algebraic specification languages
[SW83,ST88,CoF04] and in deduction systems [FGT93,KWP99,SJ95,RK13]. In
particular, it enables the use of meta-level operators on theories such as union
and translation to build large structured theories in a modular way.
Recently, inspired by ideas in [DOL18,CO12], the second author generalized
this idea to diagram operators [SR19], where an operator is applied not to a
single theory but to an entire diagram at once. For example, we can form the
diagram Magmas of the magma-hierarchy (including theories for semigroup, commutative magma, etc.), apply an operator to enrich the diagram with all unions
(band, semilattice, etc.), and finally apply another operator to obtain in one
step the corresponding diagram of homomorphisms (including theories for band
homomorphisms, etc.).
In particular, the latter operator to build the theory HomT of homomorphisms of models of T for an arbitrary first-order theory T has a number of
interesting properties: for example, it is functorial and preserves inclusions between theories. In this work, we expand on this idea by studying such operators
and their properties in detail.
As a running example we define an operator we call polymorphify, which maps
a theory T of sorted first-order logic (SFOL) to a theory Poly(T ) of polymorphic
SFOL: it maps every declaration in T of a
– sort s to a unary sort operators s,
– every function symbol f : s1 → . . . → sn → s to a polymorphic function
symbol f : {a} s1 (a) → . . . → sn (a) → s(a) abstracting over an arbitrary
sort a,
– every predicate symbol in the same way as function symbols,
– every axiom asserting F to an axiom asserting {a} F 0 where F 0 arises from
F by replacing every sort, function, and predicate symbol with itself applied
to a

in Poly(T ). Applied to the hierarchy of magmas, this immediately gives us various theories of collection datatypes: polymorphic monoids (i.e., lists), polymorphic commutative monoids (i.e., multisets), and polymorphic bounded semilattices (i.e., sets) — all derived from the single concise expression Poly(Magmas).
Moreover, the operator is functorial, i.e., Poly(Magmas) contains theory morphisms and inclusions wherever Magmas does.
All our operators extend the implementation of diagram operators presented
in [SR19], which uses the Mmt meta-framework for building formal systems
[Rab20]. Every operator is declared as an Mmt symbol and implemented by a
computation rule. Thus, all our operators are directly usable in Mmt specifications, and all our examples have been formalized in that way.
Because Mmt is foundation-independent per se, these diagram operators
are immediately applicable to any logic defined in any logical framework implemented in Mmt. This includes any logic defined in the LATIN logic atlas
[CHK+ 11], which itself is defined within the LF framework [HHP93]. While most
interesting operators are logic-specific, we maximize reuse by implementing all
our operators relative to the weakest possible logic.
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